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Q: Give the midline, amplitude, and period of the following graph:
midline:
5.
period:
10
15
amplitude:
A: To find midline, amplitude and period of given graph

Q: In a recent test in a class of students, 12 students got A, 12 students got B, 8 students got C, and…
A: Here we will use the formula for sector angle for any sector in Pi chart. 
Total angle = 360 Degree

Q: pt for Precalculus 1.
A: We have, 
6tan(2x)-12cos(x)=0

Q: 1.
y = 5sin(x) – 1
%3D
Midline:
Amplitude:
5
.
Period:
A: This is a question related to function. Based on the general formula and concept we will answer. 
As…

Q: Range Period Vertical
Shift
Equation
Amplitude
A: Introduction:
We know that the equation of periodic function is y=AsinBx+C+D, where A is amplitude,…

Q: A kite 100ft above the ground moves horizontally at a speed of 6ft/s. At what rate is
the angle…
A: Given that: Height of kite, h=100 ftHorizontal speed of kite = 6ft/s

Q: While sitting in class doing homework, Mr. T decides to take his pen and spin it around. The length…
A: Solve for angular velocity

Q: A tire is rotating 720 times per min. Through how many degrees does a point on the edge of the tire…
A: A tire is rotating 720 times per min. Through how many degrees does a point on the edge of the tire…

Q: A cone has an altitude of 12 inches and a base radius which increases at the rate of 4 inches per…
A: A cone has an altitude of 12 inches 
Let r is radius of base circle.
h is the height of the cone,
l…

Q: Determine the period.
Period = [?]
%3D
A: As we can see the graph 
It repeats after every 8 units.
So the period of the graph is 8 unit.

Q: Find 6 - trigonometry function value of theta = 3pie/2
A: Calculation:Compute the trigonometric function values of 3π/2 as follows.

Q: Find the exact value of cot(arcsin 38).
A: 

Q: Determine the period of the follówing gr
3
37
4
3
4
A: Period :-Time  when curve repeat its cycle

Q: Write the SINE equation to model the data
Average temperatures in Raleigh
Month
2
4
7
8
9
10
11
12…
A: We need to find amplitude vertical shift horizontal shift and period to find the sine function…

Q: A kite 100ft above the ground moves horizontally at a speed of 8ft/s. At
what rate is the angle…
A: Given
Kite flies at the height of 100ft 
horizontal speed of kite is 8ft/s
To find the rate of angle…

Q: Procalculus
O 2021 Keta
Graphing Sine & Cosine #3
NameluSSa DeMascao
Software
LLC.
reser ved.
Date…
A: 

Q: Arcsin z dz
A: Topic = Integration 
As per guidelines, At a time only one question can be answered out of different…

Q: On a piece of graph paper, create an amplitude vs. time graph of a sine wave with an amplitude of 5…
A: Given:
A sine wave with an amplitude of 5 Pa and a period T = .03 sec.

Q: Find the exact circular function value. (Include a reference triangle in your written work.)
sin…
A: TO FIND THE EXACT CIRCULAR VALUE
GIVEN
SIN (3000) = ?
FORMULA USED
FOR DRAWING TRIANGLE
Sin (x) =…

Q: A ball is rotating
ievoluliun per
Find the
fadiany per second.
at 2700
minute.
angular speed in
A: Given: A ball is rotating at 2700 revolutions per minute.

Q: Find degree measure Arcsin 3/4
A: 

Q: arctan(2x)
arcsin(see (7), find f
A: 

Q: Find the value of major arc AB labeled x.
A: 

Q: Find the period of small oscillations of a compound pendulum (see
figure below), and the reaction at…
A: 

Q: Which is the intercepted arc for DAE?
A: circle with chord, angles are given, we have to find intercepted arc of angle DAE

Q: Write the equation of a sine function that has the given characteristics.
Amplitude: 18
Period: 12…
A: 

Q: An object is traveling around a circle with a radius of 9 inches. If in 50 seconds a central angle…
A: To determine: The linear and angular speeed of the given object.
Given:
Radius = 9 inch
Time = 50…

Q: Define the term oscillations of a sine curve?
A: We have to define the term oscillation of the sine curve.
We know the graph of sine,

Q: Using complete sentences, explain why arccos(1/6) is defined, but arccos(6) does not make sense.
A: Explain:

Q: Give the amplitude and period of the graph.
4
3
-5/2
-3t/2
-Tt/2
3/2
5/2
-1
-2
-3
-4
|-5+
Amplitude:…
A: In this Question we have to find period and amplitude of the graph

Q: A 13 meter utility pole casts a21 meter shadow directly down a slope when the angle of elevation of…
A: A 13 meter utility pole casts a21 meter shadow directly down a slope when the angle of elevation of…

Q: Pls help ASAP
A: Here we have to find that which of the given transformation affects the period of trigonometric…

Q: 10. y = arcsin
11. y = csc-1I
A: 

Q: Fall 2020
6. Consider the following right triangle:
4
Compute all six trigonometric functions for 0.…
A: Since you have asked  multiple questions in single request  so we  will be answering only first…

Q: Construct an appropriate triangle to complete the table. (0 ≤ θ ≤ 90°, 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/2)…
A: Calculation:Compute the degree as follows.(π/4) = 45°.

Q: Verify that (sinA)² + (cosA)2 =1 for the angle measure.
%3D
mLA = 45°
II
II
2)
2.
A: Given 
m∠A=45°
To verify 
sinA2+cosA2=1
The values here will be
sin45°=22cos45°=22

Q: Write an equation for a cosine function using the given information. (Let x be the independent…
A: Equation of cosine function with Amplitude = 6 ,period =2.5

Q: Describe the meaning of arccos x in your own words.
A: Query- Describe the meaning of arccos x in your own words.
Answer- The arccosine of x is defined as…

Q: Calculate arcsin 0, arcsin 1, arccos
V3
arctan 1, arccot(V3)
2
A: 

Q: One method of measuring the distance from the Earth to a star is the parallax method. The idea…
A: 

Q: What
is
dim (W)
A: 

Q: A kite 100ft above the ground moves horizontally at a speed of 2ft/s. At what rate is the angle…
A: 

Q: The general solution to y = arcsec(-1) is:
O TIk
O +2 TIk
O I+2 Ik
NEXT QUESTION
ASK FOR HELP
A: 

Q: Find the arc
Length
[.3]
1,3
A: Our objective is to calculate the arc length.

Q: Graph angle beta = 25 in standard position. determine and label its reference angle
A: Given:
Graph angle beta = 25 in standard position. determine and label its reference angle







Question


Use Integration by parts to evaluate the integral.
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With differentiation, one of the major concepts of calculus. Integration involves the calculation of an integral, which is useful to find many quantities such as areas, volumes, and displacement.
Expert Solution
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This question has been solved!
Explore an expertly crafted, step-by-step solution for a thorough understanding of key concepts.

SEE SOLUTIONCheck out a sample Q&A here

Step 1 rule of integration
VIEW


Step 2 solution
VIEW
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Step by step
Solved in 2 steps with 2 images



SEE SOLUTIONCheck out a sample Q&A here
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Knowledge Booster
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Learn more about Indefinite Integral
Need a deep-dive on the concept behind this application? Look no further. Learn more about this topic, calculus and related others by exploring similar questions and additional content below.
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The grades of a sample of 9 students on a prelim exam (x) and on the midterm exam (y) are shown in the excel worksheet. Predict the midterm grade if the prelim grade is 85.




Calculate a point estimate of the strength valuethat sep arates the weakest 50% of all such beamsfrom the strongest 50%, and state which estimatoryou used.






	What is the z0 and Pvalue ?




People come to relationships with different attachment styles that partially stem from the attachments they experienced with the adults raising them and partially due to experiences in other relationships in their lives. Those who have what is known as “secure” attachments are comfortable with their partners emotions, can help soothe, and make movements towards the other person in a responsive way. Among a group of 10 individuals rated as having a secure attachment style, a researcher wanted to know if, as they were first being acquainted with another person, the amount of self-disclosure made them like their person more. The data is listed in Table 6 below. Test the hypothesis at an alpha of 0.05 (where increasing scores mean higher disclosure and higher liking). If you knew the new person you are about to go on a date with had a self-disclosure rating of 4, what would you predict your likeability score would be (provide the full regression formula as well as the response)? -use…




People come to relationships with different attachment styles that partially stem from the attachments they experienced with the adults raising them and partially due to experiences in other relationships in their lives. Those who have what is known as “secure” attachments are comfortable with their partners emotions, can help soothe, and make movements towards the other person in a responsive way. Among a group of 10 individuals rated as having a secure attachment style, a researcher wanted to know if, as they were first being acquainted with another person, the amount of self-disclosure made them like their person more. The data is listed in Table 6 below. Test the hypothesis at an alpha of 0.05 (where increasing scores mean higher disclosure and higher liking). If you knew the new person you are about to go on a date with had a self-disclosure rating of 4, what would you predict your likeability score would be (provide the full regression formula as well as the response)?
 
Table 6.…






	According to the National Center for Health Statistics (2004), 22.4% of adults are smokers. A random sample of 300 adults is obtained.
Subquestion: What would the minimum number of adults need to be in order to ensure the sampled values are independent of each other?




In a class of 100 graduating students, 54 studied Physics, 69 studied Biology and 35 studied both Physics and Biology.

Based on above information, make a venn diagram.
Based on above information, create a table to distinguish above data.




Please SOLVE On paper this Prob stat problem






	The article “Determination of Most RepresentativeSubdivision” (J. of Energy Engr., 1993: 43–55) gavedata on various characteristics of subdivisions that couldbe used in deciding whether to provide electrical powerusing overhead lines or underground lines. Here are thevalues of the variable x 5 total length of streets within asubdivision:1280 5320 4390 2100 1240 3060 47701050 360 3330 3380 340 1000 9601320 530 3350 540 3870 1250 2400960 1120 2120 450 2250 2320 24003150 5700 5220 500 1850 2460 58502700 2730 1670 100 5770 3150 1890510 240 396 1419 2109a. Construct a stem-and-leaf display using the thousandsdigit as the stem and the hundreds digit as theleaf, and comment on the various features of thedisplay.b. Construct a histogram using class boundaries 0, 1000,2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, and 6000. What proportion of subdivisions have total length less than 2000?Between 2000 and 4000? How would you describethe shape of the histogram?




The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's Consumer Response Team hears directly from consumers about the challenges they face in the marketplace , brings their concerns to the attention of financial institutions , and assists in addressing their complaints . Of the consumers who registered a bank account and service com plaint , 46 % cited " account management , " complaints related to the marketing or management of an account , as their complaint . Source : Consumer Response Annual Report , bit.ly/2x4CN5w . Consider a sample of 20 consumers who registered bank account and service complaints . Use the binomial model to answer the fol lowing questions : a . What is the expected value , or mean , of the binomial distribution ? b . What is the standard deviation of the binomial distribution ? c . What is the probability that 10 of the 20 consumers cited " account management " as the type of complaint ? d . What is the probability that no more than 5 of the consumers cited " account…




This is in decision kinematics








	
	
	
	

SEE MORE QUESTIONS
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